
Chesterton 346 Descaler & Chemical Cleaner
Category : Fluid

Material Notes:

Description: Chesterton® 346 Descaler & Chemical Cleaner is a concentrated, acid-based liquid cleaner formulated with a metal protecting

inhibitor. It is specifically designed for removing inorganic soils and coatings such as hard water deposits and rusts in a wide range of

applications. Simply by changing the dilution, the product can be used in areas ranging from the boiler room to the warehouse floor and on

surfaces from concrete to metal. At dilution of 4 to 1, 346 Descaler & Chemical Cleaner can efficiently etch concrete surfaces to provide

maximum adhesion of Chesterton® 411 Urethane Enamel or other paints, Similar dilutions will quickly clean rust or algae stained concrete

buildings, pavements, patios, structures etc. The product quickly removes cement build-up from construction equipment, trucks, pouring

forms, structural steel, and tools. Unlike other acid-based cleaners, the product will not aggressively attack base concrete or metal surfaces

nor any adjacent metal work. Rather, its high quality formulation contains a selective metal protecting acid inhibitor, so it protects these

surfaces from attack.Features:Concentrated, fast actingDilutable up to 4 to 1Proprietary inhibitor package prevents attack on

metalsNonflammableBiodegradableDetergents and wetting agents enhance cleaning actionNSF A3-Registration number

133962Benefits:Cost effective and versatileLowers product inventory costsSaves labor, maintenance costsStops losses due to chemically

damaged metalsSaves power, greater fuel efficiencyApplications: Etches concrete before priming and painting walls and floors; cleans

stains, rust and algae from concrete build-up, lime scale and corrosion in boilers, air conditioner and refrigeration units, condensers, and

circulating systems; cleans scale from cloth finishing rollers and similar equipment in textile mills.Information provided by Chesterton

Order this product through the following link: 
http://www.lookpolymers.com/polymer_Chesterton-346-Descaler-Chemical-Cleaner.php

Physical Properties Metric English Comments

Specific Gravity 1.15 g/cc 1.15 g/cc

pH 0.50 0.50

Descriptive Properties Value Comments

Appearance Light Amber liquid

Base Hydrochloric Acid

Contact Songhan Plastic Technology Co.,Ltd.
Website : www.lookpolymers.com
Email : sales@lookpolymers.com
Tel : +86 021-51131842
Mobile : +86 13061808058
Skype : lookpolymers
Address : United North Road 215,Fengxian District, Shanghai City,China
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